Tony Schwartz will present *The Sounds Around Us*, an evening of tape recordings, at the Museum of Modern Art on Thursday, November 29 at 8:30 p.m. Conceived and edited by Schwartz into sound stories, the recordings, during a part of the program, will be played simultaneously against the live clarinet improvisations of Jimmy Giuffre and photographs of Ken Heyman.

Tickets, $2.00 for non-Museum members, $1.50 for members, are available in the lobby of the Museum, 11 West 53 Street. Admission to galleries, open until 9:00 p.m., is included.


Sound equipment for the evening is supplied by Harvey Radio Company.

Additional information available from Herbert Bronstein, Associate Publicity Director, Museum of Modern Art, 11 West 53 Street, New York 19, New York. Circle 5-8900.